Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel walking route navigation system for fitness walkers effective for health maintenance. Recently, lifestyle-related disease has been increasing in the world. It is important for people to keep balance between the calorie intake and the calorie consumption. We focus on calorie consumption by walking, because walking is an effective exercise for maintaining and promoting healthy life. It is necessary to select a walking route, appropriate for calorie consumption. Our system described in this paper, called E-walknavi, can dynamically navigate an effective route in real time when a user is walking. To realize this novel navigation function, a method of dynamically predicting calorie consumption is also described in this paper. Our system helps a fitness walker prevent lifestyle-related diseases. Some evaluation results are described in the paper.

Index Terms—health science, walking navigation system, METs, time series, calorie prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The influence of lifestyle-related diseases is of worldwide increasing concern. It is important for people to maintain a balance between their calorie intake and calorie consumption. Because moderate exercise is necessary to health, walking is one of the most effective exercises for maintaining and promoting healthy life of all sports. Walking can be done at any time of day and can be performed at your own pace. Several important research studies [1][2][3][4][5] have been performed on the promotion of walking exercise with the help of computer technology.

For example in [4], the authors used a device that can calculate a user calorie consumption using a 3-axis accelerometer of the device, attached to the body. However, none of the existing devices include an important function of predicting calorie consumption while a user is walking.

If a system or a device can predict consumed calorie dynamically, we can select a walking route in order to burn calorie effectively and can improve health care.

There are several web services that can easily calculate calorie consumption with the input of the total distance walked by a user [6][7]. However, the accuracy of the method implemented in these web services, is poor because it does not take account of the route elevation, walking speed, the user’s walking characteristics, and fatigue characteristic. In order to select a walking route for effective calorie consumption, we realized an accurate prediction of calorie consumption before walking [8].

In this paper, we propose a novel system of predicting calorie consumption based on the method proposed in [8]. The point of our system is to enable users to present a new route from the data acquired in previous walking with use of the method of calorie consumption prediction. Therefore, a user can find a new route between the current spot and the destination with the maximum calorie consumption per unit time. We describe herein a walking route navigation system of a new route enabling the maximum calorie consumption per unit-time in real time when a user does walking exercise.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we describe existing systems as well as Metabolic Equivalent Task called METs.

A. Free Walking Calorie Calculator Tool

A web service tool, called Free Walking Calorie Calculator Tool [6], predicts calorie consumption when a walking path with the total walking distance is specified. After a user inputs walking pace, user weight, walking time and route elevation, the service gives the user the predicted calorie consumption. Although this service is similar to our own, this service is not effective when a user changes his/her walking speed frequently. The user’s walking characteristics, and fatigue characteristic.

B. Kyorisoku

A web service tool, called Kyorisoku [7], predicts calorie consumption when a walking path with the total walking distance is specified. A user inputs the start spot and the goal spot. Then, the service displays food intake that corresponds to the predicted consuming calorie. However, the user can only use this service after or before walking. So, this service can’t dynamically navigate an effective route in real time when a user is walking.

C. METs

A Metabolic Equivalent Task (METs) is a measure of exercise intensity [9]. METs are directly related to the intensity of physical activity and the amount of oxygen consumed. The larger the METs value the more is the amount of calories burned. Exercise physiologists use METs to determine what activity is appropriate for people according to their current fitness level. One MET is equal to the amount of oxygen consumed at rest, and 2 METs means that twice the amount of oxygen is needed for a particular activity.
than is needed at rest. Ainsworth defined the METs for each exercise [10]. The amount of calories burned can easily be calculated using the METs values and the equation proposed by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) [9]. The calorie consumption value is a function of the METs/h value and the subject’s body weight, as shown in the equation below.

\[
\text{Calorie Consumption} = 1.05 \cdot \text{Mets} \cdot \text{hours} \cdot \text{body weight}
\]

(1)

III. E-WALKNAVI

We developed the E-walknavi. In this section, we explain the system details.

A. Purpose

The purpose of our system is to dynamically navigate the walking route. We use of the proposed method of predicting an effective calorie consumption in consideration of the characteristic of the user in real time when a user does walking exercise.

B. Function and the structure

E-walknavi has the following two functions.

- Management function of past walking logs: This function extracts and stores user’s past calorie logs of walking activities in the format of time series. The system collects walking data with the help of smartphones. Then, the system stores these time series in a UAS database, described below.
- User walking route selection function: with the function, a user can obtain his/her walking information and the most effective walking route.

Fig. 1. shows the structure of E-walknavi system based on the method described below. Using this figure, the process of route navigation is described below.

The system first calculates a user’s METs by using a 3-axis accelerometer and acquires the position time series data for the user’s walk from the user’s past movement. We extract the METs in the position time series data in every \(\Delta T\) minutes.

A calorie consumption prediction method should take into consideration of the four factors: elevations, user’s walking characteristics, walking speed and fatigue characteristic.

A user of the system starts walking exercise after inputing of the goal spot and user information. E-walknavi works at the same time as the user walks. E-walknavi calculates user walking speed and current spot. E-walknavi searches the candidate routes more than \(N\) from the current spot to the goal spot. Next, the system predicts the calorie consumptions of \(N\) routes using our predicted calorie consumption prediction method. The system calculates a weight between two spots called \(E\)-value using predicted calorie consumption and current walking time.

C. UAS database

We extract and store calorie logs of walking activities in a format of time series, beforehand. The obtained data is stored in User Action State (UAS) database.

The walking route includes attitude and distance information. The walking route is represented by a trajectory which is a temporal sequence of \(<\text{distance}, \text{elevation}>>\). UAS database has the elevation time series data, distance data and exercise intensity data. Elevation time series data is acquired from GPS. Distance data is acquired and calculated from the degree of latitude and longitude by using Hubeny’s distance formula [11]. Exercise intensity data (METs) is acquired from 3-axis accelerometer data.

D. Examples

We describe here examples of our system usage, using Fig.2 and Fig.3. Figure 2 shows an output after the user’s input. A user inputs the goal spot and user information such as user’s weight. The user can ask the system to predict calorie consumption any number of times, at any time as shown in Fig. 3.. Once the user knows the benefit of walking for exercise, the user is more motivated to walk because it is beneficial. When the user approaches the forked road, the system displays the predicted calorie consumption in real time.
time as shown in Fig. 4. Predicted calorie consumption values vary with walking distance, walking speed, walking time, walking elevation, walking characteristics, and fatigue characteristic. So, the system selects a route according to predicted calorie consumption dynamically.

Our system was implemented using an Android smartphone terminal so that the user does not need to attach an additional device. Android applications are developed using the Google Map Android API V2. The database is constructed on the built-in Android system by using SQLite, which makes it possible to operate our system as an independent application rather than on a server.

- The arrow indicates the way to go.
- Predicted calorie consumption
- Elapsed walking time up to the current time
- Calorie consumed up to the current time
- Distance to the destination

IV. CALORIE CONSUMPTION PREDICTION AND WALKING DYNAMIC NAVIGATION

We developed the system that navigates the most effective route dynamically, in order to realize dynamic navigation according to calorie consumption. Our system is provided to solve these issues. The basic ideas of our proposed system are described here.

Before walking, time series data of the past routes which are all similar to the time series of the walking route are searched with use of peculiarity similarity definition. The calorie consumption is estimated from these past walking time series.

Moreover, the goal spot are decided in the determination of walking route beforehand. There are candidate walking routes to the goal spot from the current spot. The system calculates walking speed from GPS and predict calories consumption of the candidate walking route. The system navigates the most efficient walking route in a candidate route.

A. A calorie consumption prediction

In our proposed method, predict calorie consumption process is conducted as follows:

Step-1 The system calculates walking speed from GPS.
Step-2 Elevation time series data and predicted distance after every S min are calculated with regard to the walking speed.
Step-3 The similarity with the User Action State (UAS) database’s elevation time series data is calculated. Then, using the K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) algorithm the average METs and the average distance are obtained from the UAS database.
Step-4 A total calorie consumption is calculated from the METs and distance acquired in STEP-3.

B. Finding similar past walking routes

In order to predict calorie consumption for a new path that takes the three factors into account, we first obtain the amount of calories to be consumed for the next P minutes from the current time. All the calorie consumption values that had been predicted up to current time for each P × S minute interval were collected and added. The route for P × S minutes is called a route segment. Each route consists of small route segments. It is assumed the time interval of a route segment is constant, S minutes. Route \( l_j \) is a sequence of route segments, \( route \ l_j =< e_1, e_2, e_3, ... > \). We obtain the previous route that is most similar to the new route by using the following distance definitions \( d(l_{new}, l_{log}) \), the distance between a new route \( l_{new} \) and one of the past routes \( l_{log} \) as follows.

\[
d(l_{new}, l_{log}) = \sum_j |\Delta \text{Elevation}(e_{new,j}) - \Delta \text{Elevation}(e_{log,j})| \tag{2}
\]

where \( e_{new,j} \) and \( e_{log,j} \) are route segments for a log route and a new route, respectively. \( \Delta \text{Elevation}(e_{k}) \) is the difference between the elevation of the current spot and the elevation of the goal spot for route segment \( e_k \).

C. Calorie consumption prediction using K-NN and the split time-series data

According to the above definition of distance, the K most similar routes can be found by a K-NN search. After getting
the routes by a K-NN search from the UAS database, the
average calorie consumption values for the different routes
are calculated and the predicted calorie consumption values
are tabulated. The total predicted calorie consumption is
calculated by adding all the predicted calorie consumption
numbers for the route segments. The calorie consumption
for a route is calculated using the equation proposed by the
American College of Sports Medicine [9]. It can also be
determined using an hourly MET value and the user’s weight.

Also, In order to take into account the fatigue characteristic
of the user, we divide into the UAS database into “early
stage”, “middle stage” and “final stage”. We calculate the
degree of similarity of each stage.

D. Dynamic navigation

In our system, a dynamic walking route navigation process
is conducted as follows:

Step-1 The system obtains user’s current spot. Then, the
system searches for the candidate routes more than
N between the current spot and the goal spot.

Step-2 The system predicts the calorie consumption of
N routes using the predicted calorie consumption
methods in the following steps.

Step-3 The system calculates a weight between two spots
called E-value using predicted calorie consumption
and predicted walking time. The above process
is conducted every several seconds. Our initial
setting for this interval is pre-defined. Therefore,
the system can dynamically present a user a new
route from the current spot to the goal according
to possible calorie consumption as well as current
consumption.

The system searches the N candidate routes from the
current spot to the goal spot. We extract a candidate walking
route from Google Maps. The candidate walking route is
assumed to be a route using a pedestrian precinct and the
sidewalk on foot a candidate route in Google Maps and
acquires elevation data. Afterwords, When a user approaches
the forked road, the system sets A the current point and
sets B the goal spot. We extract N candidate walking routes
between A and B. Predicted calorie consumption values vary
with walking distance, walking speed, walking time, walking
elevation, walking characteristics and fatigue characteristic.
So, the system selects a route according to predicted calorie
consumption dynamically.

For example, it presents three routes with a left route, a
front route, a right route.

The system calculate predictive calorie consumption us-
ing function to predict calorie consumption in the walking
route. The system calculate E-value between two spots using
predicted calorie consumption and current walking time. The
E-value of the route between two spots is a function of the
predicted calorie consumption and current walking speed, as
shown in the equation below.

\[
E = \frac{\text{predicted calorie consumption}}{\text{predicted walking speed}}
\]  

(3)

The system calculates predicted calorie consumption val-
ues vary with walking distance, walking speed, walking
time, walking elevation, walking characteristics, fatigue char-
acteristic. Whenever user approaches the forked road, the
system calculates predicted calorie consumption. The system
selects a route according to predicted calorie consumption dynamically.

V. EVALUATIONS

A. Setup

Five subjects stored their UAS database in their smartphones for seven days and acquired the elevation time series
data of total 360 minutes during seven days. We considered
crossing of the route as a node. We connected the shortest
distance between nodes and found all the routes as candidate
routes.

B. Experiments

We set Minami-kusatsu station the start spot and set
Ritsumeikan University the goal spot (Fig. 4.). We performed
three experiments: the e-value experiment, the E-value exper-
iment on navigated routes, and the experiment on accuracy
of calorie consumption prediction. The results of these three
experiments are described below.

In the latter two experiments, we compared our results
with the two existing systems: Free Walking Calorie Cal-
culator Tool (existing system(1)) and Kyorisoku (existing system(2)). These systems do not take account of the route
elevation, walking speed, the user’s walking characteristics and fatigue characteristic.

C. Evaluation of E-value

Table I shows our findings. It shows the distance, the
predictive calorie consumption, the predictive walk time and
E-value for each route. When a user approaches the forked
road, our system can navigate the right route whose E-value
is the largest among the three routes.
D. Evaluation of navigated route (1)

Five subjects walked to Ritsumeikan University (the bottom right spot shown in Fig. 5) from Minami-kusatsu (the top left spot) at an approximately constant speed (6 km/h), the walking distance one-way was about 3,300 m and the difference in elevation was 52 m. We predicted the calorie consumption for a new unknown walking route by using our method, the Free Walking Calorie Calculator Tool [6] and Kyoriosoku [7]. We calculated the E-value between two spots using predicted calorie consumption and predicted walking time. We also calculate each modulus as correct answer data of real E-values.

We used the following navigated route’s appropriateness (RRA) formula for evaluation. This number indicates that the smaller one has good appropriation.

\[
RRA = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\text{Predicted } E-value(i) - \text{Actual } E-value(i)}{\text{Actual } E-value(i)}
\]

where Predicted \( E-value(i) \) is a predicted value of E-value for subject \( i \), Actual \( E-value(i) \) is an actual value of E-value for subject \( i \), and \( N \) is the number of subjects.

Table II shows the results of this experiment. As shown in Table III, the RRA was about 0.8% for our method and about 23.5% for the Free Walking Calorie Calculator Tool system (existing system(1)) and about 29.3% for the Kyoriosoku (existing system(2)).

Therefore, the navigated route’s appropriateness of our method is superior to those of the existing web services.

E. Evaluation of navigated route (2)

We extracted the following routes from the candidate walking routes. \( Node_k \) is a node representing a crossing with in the subject \( k \) walking route, shown in Figure 4. Route A=\( Node_{11}, Node_{21}, Node_{31} > \), Route B=\( Node_{11}, Node_{21}, Node_{32} > \), Route C=\( Node_{11}, Node_{22}, Node_{31} > \), Route D=\( Node_{11}, Node_{22}, Node_{32} > \), Route E=\( Node_{12}, Node_{21}, Node_{31} > \), Route F=\( Node_{12}, Node_{21}, Node_{32} > \), Route G=\( Node_{12}, Node_{22}, Node_{31} > \), and Route H=\( Node_{12}, Node_{22}, Node_{32} > \).

Then we calculated the calorie consumption prediction and walking time of these ways. We presented the top1, top2, top3, from left to right. We navigated the routes of three high ranks. Table IV shows the results of our method, Free Walking Calorie Calculator Tool, and Kyoriosoku in this experiment. From the Table IV, it is obvious that the navigated routes were different individually by our method. On the other hand, All the navigated routes by the Free Walking Calorie Calculator Tool and Kyoriosoku are the same.

Therefore, our method can navigate the walking route which can use an effective calorie in consideration of the route elevation, walking speed, the user’s walking characteristics, fatigue characteristic, more accurate than the existing systems.

F. Evaluation of the dynamic navigation function

The five subjects used our system. After walking, we asked each subject five questions: (1) whether the system can help the subject control your walking pace; (2) whether the system can highly motivate to walk; (3) whether the system can navigate the way dynamically; and (4) whether you want to use the system in the future. Each subject answered the questions with a rating from 1 (the worst) to 5 (the best) for all questions.

The results are shown in Table V. This experiment resulted in this table showing that our system is superior in the viewpoint of dynamic route navigation. This viewpoint is a utility that is not present in the existing services.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we describe a novel system for navigation of a walking route for fitness walkers, to effectively help them
in health maintenance. Our system can navigate the walking route which can use an effective calorie in consideration of the user walking speed, the user’s walking characteristics, fatigue characteristic in real time when a user does walking exercise. The accuracy seems to be enough to obtain credible numerical values for calorie consumption. In the future, we plan to perform more detailed and subjective evaluations. Further, another issue is the improvement of user interface, for example, the introduction of an agent based interface may help to improve the usage of the system.
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